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We are defined by a commitment to our students,
and inspired by their determination.
Each of them is remarkable.
Learning and growing in a secure and nurturing environment,
they develop the skills necessary to overcome challenges.
They learn from us, but we also learn from them.
Listening and observing, encouraging and teaching,
we work closely with their families to instill self-confidence
and build a strong foundation for lifelong independence.
We view their future with unwavering optimism.

WE ARE THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL.
UNCOVERING THE SPECIALNESS IN EVERY CHILD™

www.gillenbrewer.com
2018-2019 annual rePort
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Dear Gillen Brewer Community,
We are pleased to share with you our 2018-2019
Annual Report of donors, recognizing all giving
between July 1, 2018 and June 30, 2019. In the
2018-2019 year, we raised over $2,000,000 to
support our school.
2018-2019 was a pivotal year in Gillen Brewer’s history. The Board of Trustees
and school leadership assembled a group tasked with diligently searching for
a new building and working to position the school for growth and expansion.
Our current students and families are at the heart of our program, and we
hired our ﬁrst ever in-house School Counsel, Katie Hort, to support families
through the tuition reimbursement process. In addition to building Gillen
Brewer’s administrative infrastructure (read more on page 13!), we have also
expanded our professional network. Savills Commercial Real Estate began a
comprehensive block-by-block search in Manhattan, and Murphy, Burnham
& Buttrick Architects conducted a programmatic study involving over 80
members of the Gillen Brewer community. Graham-Pelton Consulting, Inc.
conducted a series of executive brieﬁngs and circulated a survey to the entire
community to gauge priorities and determine fundraising capacity, and ThinkForward Financial analyzed Gillen Brewer’s capacity for nonproﬁt ﬁnancing.
We look forward to sharing news with you as our project moves forward.
We are proud of these signiﬁcant eﬀorts to advance our school’s mission with
steady adherence to our strategic planning priorities, and we deeply thank
everyone who supported us last year. Our multidisciplinary program is possible due to the consistent, meaningful giving that we receive every year. Just
as our school has grown from one student in a rented church basement to
our current student body of 82, our donor community has grown as well—
from a donor base in 1992 comprised of founding Board members to the
hundreds of supporters you see recognized in this report. We thank you for
being our partners and supporting us generously as we continue
uncovering the specialness in every child.

From our earliest imaginings of who we would be,
“
we were determined to be a school not just for children,

but for their families. Gillen Brewer is a place where
parents tell their stories and know they are understood.
Our community is a testament to the power of family,
and there is both comfort and strength in knowing
you are not alone.

”

laura Bilicic
co-founder, the Gillen Brewer School

Sincerely,

donna kennedy
Head of School
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kathryn tyree
Board Chair and
Alumni Parent
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OUR HISTORY

Many schools pay lip service to ‘community
“building’
and many other catch phrases like

‘parents know their child best.’ The diﬀerence is
that GBS delivers! You follow the words
with real actions...enough to accommodate
every parent.

”

CURRENT FAMILY

the Gillen Brewer School was founded in 1992 by
laura Bilicic and laurie dubos as a school for
children with significant learning challenges.
As special education teachers, they saw the overwhelming need for a
school in New York City where families with children who have significant
special needs would be welcomed, educated, and supported. The
founders believed that a knowledgeable and informed family was
invaluable to each child’s overall education. To underscore the importance
of family, the school was named after the founders’ grandmothers, Mattie
Gillen and Virginia Brewer. The school opened in 1992 with one student,
but expanding to serve more families and to create an ideal environment
for our learners has always been a priority. Gillen Brewer added classes
until it reached 48 students from preschool through second grade who
were housed in a rented church space on Park Avenue. In August 2005,
the school moved to its current location at 410 East 92nd Street, and currently has 82 students and 71 staff.
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STAFF*

BoArd of trustees

AdministrAtion

HeAd teAcHers

science, Art & music

Kathryn Tyree, Chair
Henry B. Schacht, Chairman Emeritus
Lawrence W. Leighton, Treasurer
Laura Bilicic, Secretary
Randy Goldstein
In Seon Hwang
Neal Meltzer
Beth Saunders
Angela Howard Stone
John L. Vogelstein

Donna Kennedy, Head of School
Peyton Arnold, Supervising School Nurse
Jessica Casey, Development Assistant
Paul Dentrone, Director of Technology and
Facility Management
Susan Finkelstein,
Admissions/Exmissions Oﬃcer
Monica Fishman, Program Director
Braque Hershberger,
Assistant Head of School
Katie Hort, Counsel
Dr. Cathy Kaufman Iger,
Director of The Family Program and
Admissions/Exmissions Oﬃcer
Marissa Levy, School Nurse
Cherise Jones, Accounting Manager
Yolanda Marin, Admissions Administrative
Assistant/School Receptionist
Kara Marks, Program Director
Julian Parham Santana, Director of
Admissions, Marketing, and Outreach
David Patnaude, Executive Project Manager
Jeanette Rabsatt, Accountant
Joline Robles, Administrative Assistant–
Head of School
Ida Sacconi, Receptionist and
Administrative Assistant
Sharon Slate, Controller/CFO
Caitlin Terry, Director of Development
and Advancement
Timothy Toal, Human Resources Director

Ashley Dallas
Linda Delaney
Alex Felice
Carly Furino
Michelle Konigsberg
Sarah Manfredi
Emmy Mlawer
Megan Roop
Sabrina Samaroo
Hannah Cappuccino

Ashley Cavadas
Alicia Clark
Robert Kennedy
Nicole Overton

BoArd of Advisors

Frank D’Amelio
Mark Hickson
Patricia Russo
Richard Segal
Paul Tagliabue

a giﬅ,
“I What
can ﬁnally
be with
my child
fully present.

”

Parent

aBout Gillen Brewer

BOARD OF TRUSTEES, BOARD OF ADVISORS,
ADMINISTRATION

AssociAte teAcHers

Monique Aiuto
Hande Akbas
Becca Blau
Nora Cebollero
Olivia Cohn
Hilary Colon
Alexandra Falzetti
Mary Flieger
Ashley Garcia
Brooke Heisner
Laura Koch
Jen Lee
Rachel Mason
Zana Milovanovic
Latoya Morton
Lindsay Pelinger
Courtney Pusey
Gabi Silbiger
Seth Stonis
Aaﬁa Syed
Carly Tobin

speecH And LAnguAge
pAtHoLogy depArtment

Holly Thomas, Head of Department
Jane Enright, Pathologist
Simone Katz, Pathologist
Daria Morganstern, Pathologist
Sydney Ziﬀer, Pathologist
occupAtionAL tHerApy
depArtment

Shannie Easterby, Head of Department
Brittany Blacker, Therapist
Katie Hanauer, Therapist
Sarah Leventhal, Therapist
Eileen Rabe, Therapist
psycHoLogy depArtment

Dr. Audrey Halpern, Head of Department
Dr. Rachel Deyong, Psychologist
Dr. Carli Koch, Psychologist
Missy Westfall, Psychologist

*As of September 2019
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SUPPORTING GILLEN BREWER:
A CRITICAL NEED

2018-2019 marked the oﬃcial launch
of The Gillen Brewer Family Program,
led by Dr. Cathy Kaufman Iger.

We depend on charitable contributions to fund the essential and exceptional programs that make Gillen Brewer such a unique place for children
with special needs and their families. Our enhanced, comprehensive
program is so essential for our students and distinguishes Gillen Brewer
from other schools. Your gift to Gillen Brewer allows us to continue to
provide initiatives, including:

The Family Program oﬀers:

● Biweekly parent support groups

● Parent workshops hosted by Gillen Brewer staﬀ and by outside consultants
on topics such as Social Thinking and the Zones of Regulation

● Come Sit In My Chair, a series of workshops for siblings
● A Grandparents’ Day workshop

● An ongoing partnership with Child Mind Institute oﬀering guest speakers
on topics such as Creating Healthy Family Dynamics, Raising Self-Suﬃcient
Children, and Understanding Medication Management
● Suggestions of relevant workshops and trainings occurring in the city
● Periodic sharing of pertinent articles and resources

In true Gillen Brewer spirit, every Gillen Brewer parent is a member of the
Parents' Association. We rely on volunteers to provide these beloved
community-building opportunities, and deeply appreciate the volunteer
support we receive. we gratefully thank our Parents’ association for their
hard work and dedication, this year and every year.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Our Family Program
Our Unique Integrated Therapeutic and Academic Program
Counseling
Social Groups
Art, Science, and Music Classes
Sports and Fitness Programs at Asphalt Green
State-of-the-Art Facilities and Technology
Pet Partnerships and The Art Farm
Competitive Salaries for Our Talented Staﬀ
Rockin’ Readers Program
Exposure to the Wonderful Resources New York City Has to Oﬀer

We are so grateful that our daughter is
“
happy and thriving in the best place for her and

Visit www.gillenbrewer.com for more information on our program.

tHe Gillen Brewer ScHool
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that the school/family bond is such a strong one,
and we are delighted to keep supporting
that any way we can.

”
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THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL
FAMILY PROGRAM

aBout Gillen Brewer

THE GILLEN BREWER COMMUNITY
Gillen Brewer’s unwavering commitment to
each family is a cornerstone of our program.
The School’s philosophy is founded on the
belief that changing the life of a child can only
be achieved through meeting the needs of the
family as well. Gillen Brewer’s goal for parents
is that they develop an understanding of their
child and acquire the information and strategies to be their child’s strongest and most
supportive advocate. As both mentor and
partner to parents, the school strives to provide
a network of resources and to develop a
collaborative relationship which fosters
awareness and sensitivity and
enhances the progress of each
individual child.

for information on
volunteerinG, PleaSe contact
tHe develoPment office at

development@gillenbrewer.com
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2018-2019 was a successful year at Gillen Brewer, with our fundraising exceeding
$2,000,000, our students learning and becoming independent, and many exciting
initiatives taking place. As we reﬂect on last year, we also share just a few snapshots of
what’s brewing during the 2019-2020 year!

Science at Gillen Brewer
Hands-on, inquiry-based learning is at the core of
Alicia Clark’s and Nicole Overton’s approach to
co-teaching science at Gillen Brewer. They share the
belief that science education is critical, and exposing
students when they are young creates a spark that
will ignite a lifelong interest in the subject. Science
involves learning about the world around us through
observations and experiments, and can be a starting
point for problem solving, critical thinking, and
nicole overton and alicia clark
asking questions, preparing students for a world
where STEAM education and careers are increasingly widespread.
The 2019-2020 theme, From Here to There, lends itself to scientiﬁc exploration and
can be responsive to students’ interests. For example, Carly’s class did a water unit, and
during science lessons they learned about water transportation by reading a book
about boats, building boats with connecting blocks in the water, and putting LEGO
people in the boats to get them from here to there. Other science projects have
included the study of the Scientiﬁc Method in Hannah’s and Linda’s classes, where
students conducted experiments and went through each step; making observations
and asking questions along the way. In Emmy’s class, students keep interactive science
journals that they are responsible for in the classroom, and in Michelle’s, students are
studying habitats. In Alex’s class, the interdisciplinary study of the human body connects
science with social studies. To reinforce science education at home, Alicia and Nicole
suggest that families encourage students to ask questions, prompt them to talk about
science topics, and use everyday supplies to do open-ended science projects at home.
For the ﬁrst two and a half years of her college experience, Nicole was a pre-med
student, and her strong science background prepared her for the welcome challenge
of making science accessible to all types of learners. Alicia holds a Bachelor of Science
and a Master of Education from Ohio State University, and Nicole holds a Bachelor of
Arts in Anthropology and Theology from The University of Notre Dame, and a Dual
Master of Education from Long Island University in Special Education and General
Education. Together, Alicia and Nicole will co-teach every class and every student,
bringing developmentally-appropriate science instruction to Gillen Brewer in a
consistent way.

12
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oPen ScHool niGHt...timeS two!
Our multidisciplinary and comprehensive educational approach is part of what
makes Gillen Brewer such a unique program. In order to better share our integrated program with families, we held two Open School Nights! At the ﬁrst event,
families visited their child’s classroom, and the teachers gave an overview of
classroom design and the curriculum that each child is using this semester. New
in 2019-2020 was the second Open School Night which focused on how Gillen
Brewer supports student and family learning through our specialists and support
services. Each therapy department gave a brief overview of the approaches used
at various developmental levels in Speech and Language, Occupational Therapy,
and Counseling and explained how skills are generalized and integrated into the
classrooms. The Art, Music, Science and Technology teachers shared what students
are learning this semester as well as how their disciplines integrate into classroom
learning. Finally, Dr. Cathy Kaufman Iger, Director of The Family Program, discussed
how Gillen Brewer supports families through the Family Program and the exciting
partnerships in the works for this year.

new adminiStratorS at Gillen Brewer
Our ongoing strategic planning eﬀorts to ﬁnd a new home for Gillen Brewer
require a mighty eﬀort, and to support this important work, we have added new
members to the Gillen Brewer administrative team. katie Hort joined us in March
as our ﬁrst ever in-house School Counsel.
In July, david Patnaude came on board as our Executive Project Manager.
David has worked in various roles in facilities and construction management for
K-12, higher education, and the ﬁnancial services industry. He has performed
complex construction management in London, Bermuda, and the United States
and has a background in campus master planning, contract management, and
construction contract execution.
In September, Jessica casey came on board as the Development Assistant.
Jessica brings previous experience in development, database management,
research, and data analysis. Susan finkelstein, Admissions/Exmissions Oﬃcer,
joined our Admissions team, bringing a background in Speech-Language
Pathology and previous experience in outreach and admissions in both health
care and special education settings. yolanda marin has joined us as an Admissions
Assistant and Receptionist at the 94th Street oﬃce. She will also provide
backup coverage for Ida, so you will see her at the 92nd Street front desk as well.
Jeanette rabsatt joined us as an Accountant with ﬁve years of experience working
in Finance at a non-proﬁt organization, and we added tim toal as our ﬁrst Human
Resources Director. Tim joins us with over eleven years of Human Resources
experience. Prior to Gillen Brewer, Tim worked as the HR Director at the Cooke
School and Institute. He also brings his professional recruiting, creative, and public
relations experience for us to draw upon.
2018-2019 annual rePort
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LOOKING FORWARD

alvin ailey workSHoPS

cHickenSHed tHeatre

Marcus and Amarachi from Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theater visited Gillen Brewer to teach the
Robots, Flossers, and Hip Hoppers parts of the piece
Revelations. Students also saw this piece in person during a Field Trip to City Center.

Gillen Brewer has a partnership with
Chickenshed Theatre, the United Kingdom’s renowned inclusive theater company that recently came to New York.
Gillen Brewer shares
and supports Chickenshed’s mission of eliminating the stigma of diﬀerence and
labeling, while celebrating the specialness in each person
through inclusivity, equity, and access through the Arts.
Chickenshed did a monthly workshop with GBS students during
Music class.

new york Hall of Science
Educators from New York Hall of Science visited Gillen
Brewer to provide engaging, developmentally-appropriate
science instruction. Students explored making bubbles,
dissecting owl pellets, making snow and slime, exploring
lights and shadows, and more.

aSPHalt Green
tHe muSeum of modern art
In partnership with the Museum of Modern Art’s Learning
Program, the Discos worked in art class on the printmaking
process. They began by studying diﬀerent kinds of shapes in
art class, followed by an introduction to the Spanish artist
Joan Miró. The Discos learned to diﬀerentiate between
organic and geometric shapes in Miró’s paintings and then
used their imaginations to interpret the various aspects of
the Miró paintings that they were shown in class. Next, the
students continued their artistic journey with a trip to MoMA,
where they saw three key paintings in the Miró exhibit and
collaborated in small groups to work on their own abstract
pieces. Finally, students created printing plates by etching designs into Styrofoam using
pencils. The Discos rolled paint onto their plates and pressed them onto the paper,
repeating the process the following week to add more colors to their work. The ﬁnal results
were amazing!

new york city center and flamenco feStival nyc
Gillen Brewer enjoyed a partnership with New York City Center and Flamenco Festival NYC.
This festival is a celebration of Flamenco’s global allure and it brings Spain’s ﬁnest dancers
and musicians together, challenging the conventions of form while remaining authentic.
Students in the Break Dancer and Disco classes participated in two dance workshops with
Flamenco teaching artists, and they saw a performance at New York City Center to further
their exploration of Flamenco dance and music.
14
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Movement, physical education, and sports are an
important part of our program. At Asphalt Green, our
students participate in martial arts, soccer, baseball, tennis, swimming, and movement class, which
includes obstacle
courses, group
games, stretching, strengthening, and more.
Students practice teamwork and learn
about the importance of physical activity.

tHe JewiSH muSeum
The Cha Chas and the Flossers had an exciting threeweek art exploration in collaboration with the Jewish
Museum. It started with a representative from the Jewish
museum joining each class for art and teaching them
about diﬀerent types of lines, organic and inorganic
shapes, and patterns. The classes then visited the Jewish Museum and took a tour
where they looked at diﬀerent paintings and sculptures that used lines, shapes,
symmetry, and repetition, observing how professional artists used these techniques.
Each piece they studied was accompanied by an activity where the students were
able to try it on their own. Then, in art class, students created their own mixed
media pieces using collage materials and yarn to show a variety of color, line, and
repetition.
2018-2019 annual rePort
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THE 2019 GILLEN BREWER ANNUAL BENEFIT:

“Start Spreading the News”
The theme of the 2019 Gillen Brewer Beneﬁt was ”Start Spreading the News”. The Beneﬁt
theme was a reference to the theme of the school year, Dance, and also to our ongoing
eﬀorts to reach more families and expand Gillen Brewer to serve more students.

tHank you: BENEFIT DONORS
The GBS Beneﬁt is our largest fundraising event of the year, and a wonderful celebration of our
school. It provides an opportunity for staﬀ, parents, trustees, and friends to gather, socialize, and
support Gillen Brewer. The Beneﬁt is essential to our ability to carry out our mission, and raises
critically-needed funds for our program. Ticket purchases and gifts to the Beneﬁt do not count as

OVER $600,000 RAISED
at the 2019 Beneﬁt

participation in the Annual Fund, as these two endeavors are entirely separate.
donors to tHe 2019 Benefit
Sunil aggarwal
taylor aikin
vivette ancona
yuliana and angel angelov
Peyton arnold
asphalt Green
austin & co.
Stephanie mortimore and charlie Bailey
anya Barak
SC HO OL
BR EW ER
TH E GIL LEN
BE NE FIT
AN NU AL

elizabeth esterling-Barbier and
alfredo Barbier
Barclays capital
raneet and Joseph Barr
amanda and Shepherd Baum
nicole and roy Ben-dor
Holly and michael Berﬁeld
kathleen and Hans Bernier
laura and George Bilicic
victoria and Gene Bokk
Bond, Schoeneck & king, Pllc
Jessica and ryan Bressler
marcia Bressler
Bridge kids new york
kimberly and Peter Brooks
monique Brown
rosemarie Burkhardt
Hannah cappuccino
david carlos

Serena and Steve castellano
miozoty and Sandy castillo
diana and ramiro cavazos
century 21 real estate, llc
Jennifer and anish chakravorty
Hisu chang and Peter chiu
carol lee and Steven choi
keily concepcion
karen coogan
cumming construction management, inc.
frank d’amelio
ashley dallas
dBJ contracting corporation
alison de noia
Gina decrescenzo, P.c.
idania varillas and Hristian diamandiev
candice and michael dolce
nicole and andrew dresher
George J. ehrhardt

katie and Gabriel eid
latasha ellis
valerie and Samuel engel
claire and Gary epstein
evelyn epstein
Beth Saunders and ali farahnakian
Stacey and andrew feller
annette rodriguez-ferrer and
isidro ferrer
davina figeroux
marilu Johnson and luis frias
carly furino
Shari and Josh Goldberg
tamara rosenthal and
randal Goldstein
april Green
Janet Grillo
lucy and mark Gundersen
meghan and Julian Gutierrez

allison trevino-Hartman and
travis Hartman
Phyllis Heilborn
Jessica and rick Held
milt Sleeter and Joel Herman
Heather Zanoni and
Braque Hershberger
arlene Hochstat
Jennifer and Brian Hogan
Brigid and andrew Hutchinson
Jane and in Seon Hwang
monica fishman and david iankelevich
cathy kaufman iger and mark iger
krista Jacobsen
Spela Sterle and Jordan Jan
anna mcmichael-kane and
michael kane
kira manusis and alexander kaplin
leslie katz

cynthia and todd kelly
donna and robert kennedy
Suzanne knaster
lee Savage koh and david koh
Silvia ostrower and Gabriel korinman
amr kronfol
natalie and matt landry
maria and michael lanzarone
deirdre and rich latour
the law oﬃces of adam dayan, Pllc
the law oﬃces of lauren Baum
the law oﬃces of neal Howard
rosenberg
the law oﬃces of regina Skyer
francine and Bill lee
lawrence leighton
Suzanne metzger and david ludwig
rhonda mace
Benefit donor List continued on page 18
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Subadhra Seetharaman and
archith mahadevan
vicky and Gotham makker
caroline and idan malihi
mark and lisa markowski
mayerson & associates
maureen mcadam
carmen Bryant and kevin mcdonald
teresa meany
Graciela and neal meltzer
murphy Burnham & Buttrick architects
melissa and matthew michelini
annie and michael mileto
Hitha Palepu and Sri narasimhan
olga and maksim nikolayev
claudine and robert o’rourke
erin o'rourke
yoshiko Paden
rJ Panda
nancy and allen Parker
Grace chu and daniel Parker
leigh and charles Penner
Peoples improv theater
linda and frederick Perez
Pﬁzer inc.

latrelle and ronald Prude
Stephanie Heilborn and martin Quirno
dara and miles ramboyong
andrea and andrew raphael
wendy katz-rapp and James rapp
carrie Paden rengifo and
antonio rengifo
adalia and decklan richardson
riley family foundation
fern and Jefrey robles
irina roller
romenesa foundation
katie Zapata and abraham romero
elaine rosen
Sabrina Samaroo
migdalia and Paul Sanabria
Savills
nancy and Henry Schacht
anna and daniel Serviansky
david Serviansky
irina and leon Shaulov
veronica and Jim Shipp
Jodi Goldman and richard Siegmeister
Jennifer and ricky Sitomer
Sharon Slate

Gillen Brewer'S
younGeSt
fundraiSerS
Two GBS students (and a
sibling!) held a weekend
lemonade stand. They sold
three diﬀerent kinds of
lemonade and cookies,
and worked together to set
up their table and solicit
customers. They chose to
donate their proceeds to
Gillen Brewer!
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mariame m’Baye and khalifa Sow
amanda and Paul Spagnoletti
amelia Gewirtz and Harold Stephan
Sara nathan Stern and louis Stern
angela Howard Stone and
matthew Stone
Stroock & Stroock & lavan llP
alexis and drew Sussberg
Janet and allan Sussberg
Jennifer and Josh Sussberg
Sherry and moussa Sweid-Halabi
thinkforward financial
Sarit derey and Sharon tirosh
Stella and tenno tsai
kathryn and Bill tyree
Pamela usdan
Sabrina and omar vaishnavi
fernanda rossi and Gary waugh
lisa wolf
may lam and michael wong
Jihun and Bo yi
the marc S. Zeplin foundation
katharine and martin Ziga

GENEROUS DONATIONS
TO THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL 2018-2019
The Annual Fund runs from July 1- June 30 of every year. The Annual Fund is the only unrestricted fund providing critical support for the daily operations of our program, and we
rely on generous support from current families, alumni families, grandparents, trustees,
friends, corporations, and foundations. Our goal is 100% participation among current families, and participation is critical as many external funding sources such as foundations look
at the level of family participation in determining the school’s eligibility for grants.

tHank you: ANNUAL FUND DONORS
The Annual Fund supports our operating budget and every aspect of our year-round
academic and therapeutic program. Thank you so much to the following list of donors for
giving to the 2018-2019 Gillen Brewer Annual Fund. An investment in the Annual Fund is an
investment in our students.
donors to tHe AnnuAL fund
cheryl and Jeﬀ abegglen
amazonSmile foundation
vivette ancona
yuliana and angel angelov
nicole and leo arnaboldi
ayco charitable foundation
Bank of america employee
Giving campaign
Bank of america foundation
Stephanie mortimore and
charlie Bailey
elizabeth esterling-Barbier and
alfredo Barbier
Barclays capital
raneet and Joseph Barr
amanda and Shepherd Baum
Benevity causes
Holly and michael Berﬁeld
kathleen and Hans Bernier
laura and George Bilicic
James Billington
victoria and Gene Bokk
Jessica and ryan Bressler
marcia Bressler
kimberly and Peter Brooks
rosemarie Burkhardt

robyne and abel carrasquillo
Serena and Steve castellano
miozoty and Sandy castillo
Jennifer and anish chakravorty
fanny and Paul yee lai chiu
Hisu chang and Peter chiu
carol lee and Steven choi
Hilary colon
keily concepcion
laura devincenzi
idania varillas and
Hristian diamandiev
candice and michael dolce
nicole and andrew dresher
Harriet and alan dresher
matthew dresher
katie and Gabriel eid
latasha ellis
laurel coben and travis epes
evelyn epstein
claire and Gary epstein
Harry e. faivus
azame and ali farahnakian
Beth Saunders and ali farahnakian
Stacey and andrew feller
linda and mike feller
2018-2019 annual rePort

davina figeroux
nancy lanzarone and
dennis fitzgerald
Stuart flaum
marilu Johnson and luis frias
diane Goldin and kenny funk
nora and Joseph funaro
Steve Geisler
Glenwood management corp.
Shari and Josh Goldberg
lisa and evan Goldﬁne
Goldman, Sachs & co.
matching Gift Program
tamara rosenthal and
randal Goldstein
Beth and Jared Greisman
Judy and Henri Gueron
rachel Peckerman and
michael Gurary
meghan and Julian Gutierrez
allison trevino-Hartman and
travis Hartman
Health eﬀects institute
ellen and michael Heckler
AnnuAL fund donor List
continued on page 20
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GENEROUS DONATIONS
TO THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL 2018-2019

and ﬂexible to accommodate life as it happens,
“GBS staysinsteaddynamic
of trying to ﬁt people into tight boxes.”.
”
A FRIEND

AnnuAL fund donor List continued from page 19

Phyllis Heilborn
Jessica and rick Held
milt Sleeter and Joel Herman
franca Gioia and robert Horton
Brigid and andrew Hutchinson
Jane and in Seon Hwang
Spela Sterle and Jordan Jan
cherise Jones
JP morgan chase & co.
anna mcmichael-kane and
michael kane
kira manusis and alexander kaplin
cynthia and todd kelly
marilyn and Peter klein
elaine and Bennett kleinberg
Patricia reinfeld kolodny and
franklin kolodny
Silvia ostrower and Gabriel korinman
eleonore and nigol koulajian
Stuart kronick
liliana menalled and ariel kulkin
maria and michael lanzarone
Barbara laszczkowska and
Jerzy laszczkowski
deirdre and rich latour
Suzanne metzger and david ludwig
rhonda mace
Subadhra Seetharaman and
archith mahadevan
vicky and Gotham makker
eugene markowski
mark and lisa markowski
carmen Bryant and kevin mcdonald
Pauline messina
maurizia miccio
melissa and matthew michelini

annie and michael mileto
Hitha Palepu and Sri narasimhan
lisa lieberman and Bill nelson
network for Good
olga and maksim nikolayev
Sue and michael nussbaum
claudine and robert o'rourke
erin o’rourke
indhira ortega
yoshiko Paden
nancy and allen Parker
Grace chu and daniel Parker
Paul Segal associates
leigh and charles Penner
linda and frederick Perez
kathy and tom Petersik
Pﬁzer foundation matching Gifts
Program
Primary kids, inc.
latrelle and ronald Prude
abigail david Quinones
Stephanie Heilborn and martin Quirno
dara and miles ramboyong
andrea and andrew raphael
constance and fred raphael
wendy katz-rapp and James rapp
carrie Paden rengifo and
antonio rengifo
adalia and decklan richardson
ellen and Jim riley
Joline robles
Paul rogers
katie Zapata and abraham romero
andrea rosen
tsvia rosenthal
cheryl roth

carol rubin
dee and mark ruza
migdalia and Paul Sanabria
nancy and Henry Schacht
dina Schott
anna and daniel Serviansky
irina and leon Shaulov
Phyllis and nathan Shmalo
Jodi Goldman and richard Siegmeister
Jill and Jeremy Silbert
marilyn and James Simons
Sharon Slate
mariame m’Baye and khalifa Sow
angela Howard Stone and
matthew Stone
Sheila Stone
Gale Streisand
alexis and drew Sussberg
tamara tibbetts
Sarit derey and Sharon tirosh
Joan tormey milton
Barbara tuttle
united way of Greater Portland
Sabrina and omar vaishnavi
carol and anthony vestuto
Glenda villajuan-Gil
fernanda rossi and Gary waugh
the warburg Pincus foundation
may lam and michael wong
Joanne and david woodyard
Jihun and Bo yi
ellen and morris Zedeck
katharine and martin Ziga

AnnuAL fund donors By cLAss
the Break dancers – 100%
yuliana and angel angelov
Serena and Steve castellano
miozoty and Sandy castillo
Hisu chang and Peter chiu
allison trevino-Hartman and
travis Hartman
maria and michael lanzarone
Jodi Goldman and rich Siegmeister
Sarit derey and Sharon tirosh
Sabrina and omar vaishnavi
fernanda rossi and Gary waugh
the chas chas – 100%
carol lee and Steven choi
katie and Gabriel eid
Shari and Josh Goldberg
Jane and in Seon Hwang
annie and michael mileto
abigail and david Quinones
wendy katz-rapp and James rapp
mariame m’Baye and khalifa Sow
Jihun and Bo yi
the discos – 100%
Stephanie mortimore and
charlie Bailey
Serena and Steve castellano
keily and alan concepcion
idania varillas and
Hristian diamandiev
claire and Gary epstein
Beth Saunders and ali farahnakian
marilu Johnson and luis frias
Silvia ostrower and Gabriel korinman
carmen Bryant and kevin mcdonald
claudine and robert o’rourke
Paul rogers

the flossers – 80%
elizabeth esterling-Barbier and
alfredo Barbier
Jason canidate
latasha ellis
Spela Sterle and Jordan Jan
olga and maksim nikolayev
latrelle and ronald Prude
dara and miles ramboyong
andrea and andrew raphael
katie Zapata and abraham romero
the Hip Hoppers – 78%
nicole and andrew dresher
deirdre and rich latour
mark and lisa markowski
lisa lieberman and Bill nelson
migdalia and Paul Sanabria
may lam and michael wong
katharine and martin Ziga
the Hokey pokeys – 89%
kathleen and Hans Bernier
kimberly and Peter Brooks
meghan and Julian Gutierrez
Jessica and rick Held
anna mcmichael-kane and
michael kane
Suzanne metzger and david ludwig
Grace chu and daniel Parker
carrie Paden rengifo and
antonio rengifo

the robots – 100%
Jennifer and anish chakravorty
Stacey and andrew feller
tamara rosenthal and
randal Goldstein
Barbara laszczkowska and
Jerzy laszczkowski
vicky and Gotham makker
angela Howard Stone and
matthew Stone
the shuﬄes – 83%
amanda and Shepherd Baum
kira manusis and alexander kaplin
eleonore and nigol koulajian
Subadhra Seetharaman and
archith mahadevan
leigh and charles Penner
the twisters – 100%
Jessica and ryan Bressler
victoria and Gene Bokk
candice and michael dolce
davina figeroux
Hitha Palepu and Sri narasimhan
anna and daniel Serviansky
alexis and drew Sussberg
the Worms – 100%
raneet and Joseph Barr
Brigid and andrew Hutchinson
melissa and matthew michelini
Stephanie Heilborn and
martin Quirno
adalia and decklan richardson
irina and leon Shaulov

totAL pArent/cAregiver pArticipAtion — 93%

The Gillen Brewer School 2018-2019 Annual Report acknowledges all gifts received between July 1, 2018, and June 30, 2019.
Every eﬀort has been made to ensure accuracy.
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Grandparents 2%

TOTAL GIVING DONATIONS
TO THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL 2018-2019

Alumni Families 2%

Friends 12%

GivinG By conStituency

Current Parents &
Caregivers 53%

Trustees 29%

tHank you: GENEROUS DONORS
totAL giving BreAkdoWn
$50,000 - $500,000
Happy Baby foundation
Jane and in Seon Hwang
leigh and charles Penner
nancy and Henry Schacht
irina and leon Shaulov
angela Howard Stone and
matthew Stone
kathryn and Bill tyree
Barbara and John vogelstein
$25,000-$49,999
raneet and Joseph Barr
Shari and Josh Goldberg
Brigid and andrew Hutchinson
cathy kaufman iger and mark iger
kira manusis and alexander kaplin
eleonore and nigol koulajian
Graciela and neal meltzer
romenesa foundation
the moriah fund
the warburg Pincus foundation
$10,000-$24,999
ayco charitable foundation
laura and George Bilicic
Janet Brown and michael Brewer
david carlos
candice and michael dolce
Stacey and andrew feller
tamara rosenthal and randal Goldstein
maria and michael lanzarone
lawrence leighton
vicky and Gotham makker
mark and lisa markowski
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the michael Gordon foundation, inc.
lisa lieberman and Bill nelson
olga and maksim nikolayev
erin o’rourke
Pﬁzer foundation matching
Gifts Program
riley family foundation
Savills
veronica and Jim Shipp
marilyn and James Simons
Stroock & Stroock & lavan llP
Sabrina and omar vaishnavi
Jihun and Bo yi
ellen and morris Zedeck
$5,000-$9,999
frank d’amelio
nicole and andrew dresher
Health eﬀects institute
milt Sleeter and Joel Herman
donna and robert kennedy
Subadhra Seetharaman and
archith mahadevan
melissa and matthew michelini
Joan tormey milton
Grace chu and daniel Parker
Pﬁzer inc.
ellen and Jim riley
alexis and drew Sussberg
Stella and tenno tsai
mariela lazaro de uro and Juan uro
$1,000-$4,999
vivette ancona
yuliana and angel angelov
tHe Gillen Brewer ScHool

nicole and leo arnaboldi
Stephanie mortimore and charlie Bailey
Bank of america foundation
Barclays capital
amanda and Shepherd Baum
nicole and roy Ben-dor
Holly and michael Berﬁeld
victoria and Gene Bokk
marcia Bressler
rosemarie Burkhardt
Jennifer and anish chakravorty
chapple macaulay foundation
Hisu chang and Peter chiu
carol lee and Steven choi
keily concepcion
karen coogan
Harriet and alan dresher
Harry e. faivus
Beth Saunders and ali farahnakian
annette rodriguez-ferrer and
isidro ferrer
nancy lanzarone and dennis fitzgerald
Stuart flaum
nora and Joseph funaro
Glenwood management corp.
lisa and evan Goldﬁne
Goldman, Sachs & co.
matching Gift Program
lucy and mark Gundersen
Phyllis Heilborn
Jessica and rick Held
Spela Sterle and Jordan Jan
eliyanna kaiser
amr kronfol
deirdre and rich latour

the law oﬃces of adam dayan, Pllc
the law oﬃces of
neal Howard rosenberg
eugene markowski
mayerson & associates
maureen mcadam
carmen Bryant and kevin mcdonald
Hitha Palepu and Sri narasimhan
indhira ortega
nancy and allen Parker
Jane and Greg Porter
andrea and andrew raphael
wendy katz-rapp and James rapp
Paul rogers
katie Zapata and abraham romero
migdalia and Paul Sanabria
anna and daniel Serviansky
david Serviansky
Sharon Slate
amanda and Paul Spagnoletti
may lam and michael wong
Joanne and david woodyard
katharine and martin Ziga
$1-$999
cheryl and Jeﬀ abegglen
Sunil aggarwal
taylor aikin
amazonSmile foundation
Peyton arnold
asphalt Green
austin & co.
Bank of america employee
Giving campaign
anya Barak

elizabeth esterling-Barbier and
alfredo Barbier
naomi Becker
Benevity causes
kelli Berke
kathleen and Hans Bernier
James Billington
Bond, Schoeneck & king, Pllc
Jessica and ryan Bressler
Bridge kids of new york
kimberly and Peter Brooks
monique Brown
Hannah cappuccino
robyne and abel carrasquillo
Serena and Steve castellano
miozoty and Sandy castillo
diana and ramiro cavazos
century 21 real estate, llc
fanny and Paul yee lai chiu
Hilary colon
cumming construction management, inc.
allyson daley
ashley dallas
dBJ contracting corporation
Gina decrescenzo, Pc
alison de noia
laura devincenzi
idania varillas and
Hristian diamandiev
doty family foundation
matthew dresher
christina dugan
lisa edwards-nazario
Seda kaya and James egelhof

George J. ehrhardt
katie and Gabriel eid
latasha ellis
valerie and Samuel engel
laurel coben and travis epes
claire and Gary epstein
evelyn epstein
azame and ali farahnakian
karen feller
linda and mike feller
davina figeroux
marilu Johnson and luis frias
diane Goldin and kenny funk
carly furino
Steve Geisler
lauren Gershell
Juliet and adam Glatzer
marla Goodman
Helaine Gordon
april Green
Jared Greisman
Janet Grillo
Judy and Henri Gueron
rachel Peckerman and michael Gurary
meghan and Julian Gutierrez
allison Gutstein
allison trevino-Hartman and
travis Hartman
ellen and michael Heckler
Heather Zanoni and
Braque Hershberger
arlene Hochstat
Jennifer and Brian Hogan
katie and Sam Holliday
totAL giving donors List
continued on page 24
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Organizations 2%

donorS | financial Summary

GENEROUS DONATIONS
TO THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL 2018-2019

tHank you TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS
totAL giving donors List continued from page 23

franca Gioia and robert Horton
Sean Hutchinson
thomas Hutchinson
monica fishman and david iankelevich
michael Jacobs
krista Jacobsen
matt Jahansouz
cherise Jones
JP morgan chase & co
anna mcmichael-kane and
michael kane
leslie katz
cynthia and todd kelly
Jennifer korﬀ and Josiah kiebaner
marilyn and Peter klein
elaine and Bennett kleinberg
Jamie kohen and Jason koenig
lee Savage koh and david koh
Patricia reinfeld kolodny and
franklin kolodny
Silvia ostrower and Gabriel korinman
Stuart kronick
liliana menalled and ariel kulkin
natalie and matt landry
Barbara laszczkowska and
Jerzy laszczkowski
the law oﬃces of lauren Baum
francine and Bill lee
Paulina levine
Janet lipinski
Suzanne metzger and david ludwig
rhonda mace
caroline and idan malihi
Jaime margolies
murphy Burnham & Buttrick architects
rachel mcGirr
teresa meany
Pauline messina
maurizia miccio

annie and michael mileto
Stacey and richard milman
andrea milstein
Joseph a. mormak
network for Good
Sue and michael nussbaum
andrea oﬀner
claudine and robert o’rourke
yoshiko Paden
rJ Panda
Bettina Patterson
Paul Segal associates
Peoples improv theater
linda and frederick Perez
kathy and tom Petersik
Primary kids, inc.
latrelle and ronald Prude
abigail and david Quinones
Stephanie Heilborn and martin Quirno
dara and miles ramboyong
constance and fred raphael
Janet reichman
carrie Paden rengifo and
antonio rengifo
adalia and decklan richardson
Sammie robins
fern and Jefrey robles
Joline robles
irina roller
andrea rosen
elaine rosen
tsvia rosenthal
cheryl roth
carol rubin
dee and mark ruza
Sabrina Samaroo
adam abramson and eric Schneider
dina Schott

rachel Senio
michael Serviansky
Phyllis and nathan Shmalo
Jodi Goldman and richard Siegmeister
Jill and Jeremy Silbert
Jamie and alexander Silver
Jennifer and ricky Sitomer
cari Sommer
mariame m’Baye and khalifa Sow
ariana Speyer
amelia Gewirtz and Harold Stephan
Sara nathan Stern and louis Stern
melissa Stern
Sheila Stone
Gale Streisand
Jennifer and Josh Sussberg
Janet and allan Sussberg
Sherry and moussa Sweid-Halabi
caitlin terry
thinkforward financial
the marc S. Zeplin foundation
tamara tibbetts
Sarit derey and Sharon tirosh
Barbara tuttle
united way of Greater Portland
Pamela usdan
carol and anthony vestuto
Glenda villajuan-Gil
fernanda rossi and Gary waugh
emily weinstein
Jill weinstein
robert weisenfeld
lisa wolf
kathryn Zabik
erin Zaikis

into the Gillen Brewer community changed
“ourBeingliveswelcomed
so positively. From our very ﬁrst meeting, I felt the
warmth and love of the families and staﬀ and I knew we were
going to be okay. I feel like along with taking care of
our babies, you all work so hard to take care of us too!

”

The Gillen Brewer School 2018-2019 Annual Report acknowledges all gifts received between July 1, 2018 and June 30, 2019. Every eﬀort has been made to ensure accuracy.
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY 2018 - 2019
Thanks to the partnership with our generous donors, the Gillen Brewer School is a leader
in special education, providing students with learning experiences that transform each
and every one of their lives.

fundraiSinG revenue
DONORS TO
SPECIAL FUNDS

3%

21%

mariana s. Leighton fund

32%

this fund supporting the library was
established in memory of our beloved
Board member, colleague, and mentor.

44%

Bettina Patterson
lawrence leighton
Stroock & Stroock & lavan llP
smiling Bauti fund

annual Beneﬁt
annual fund
Special funds & Grants
capital campaign

total

$680,045.00
$451,835.00
$59,637.00
$928,000.00

32%
21%
3%
44%

$2,119,517.00

this fund was established in memory of
our beloved student Bauti uro to help
the school continue to provide a wellrounded education to a diverse community
of learners from all socioeconomic
backgrounds.
kimberly and Peter Brooks
lisa edwards-nazario
Barbara laszczkowska and
Jerzy laszczkowski
mariela lazaro de uro and Juan uro

In January of 2019, Gillen Brewer began the early stages of raising Capital Campaign
funds to support our plans to move to a new building and expand into the Middle
School years. We deeply appreciate the donors who have already generously supported
this eﬀort, and look forward to sharing more information about this exciting project in
the coming months.
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WAYS TO MAKE A GIFT
GiftS of caSH
Personal checks and credit card payments are two of the most popular ways to make a gift to
Gillen Brewer. Checks should be made payable to Gillen Brewer School and mailed to:
Gillen Brewer School
410 east 92nd Street
new york, new york 10128
To pay by credit card, please visit: https://www.gillenbrewer.com/giving/donate-online or
contact development@gillenbrewer.com

matcHinG GiftS
Many companies match their employees’ charitable contributions. For example, if you donate
$5,000 to Gillen Brewer School, your employer may be willing to match your generosity —
and you’ll be credited with a $10,000 gift. Some companies will double and even triple contributions made by employees and their spouses to nonproﬁt organizations. You can obtain
information and the necessary forms from your employer’s Human Resources Department
and forward these to Gillen Brewer with your gift.

GiftS of SecuritieS
Gifts of appreciated stock provide an opportunity to beneﬁt the school with signiﬁcant tax
advantages for you. Since the cost of the stock is lower than the actual gift amount, you can
avoid paying a capital gains tax on the stock’s increase in value. You can also claim an income
tax deduction for the full market value of the stock at the time of contribution. For instructions
on transferring securities, contact the Development Oﬃce.

BeQueStS
Naming Gillen Brewer School in your will ensures that your support will continue to be
impactful for years to come. Establishing a lasting legacy helps support current students,
program expansion and creates the opportunity for future generations of children to
reach their full potential through the GBS experience.

meet tHe develoPment team
You are welcome to contact the development team at any time to ask questions or discuss
your giving. We can be reached at development@gillenbrewer.com.
Caitlin Terry, Director of Development and Advancement
Jessica Casey, Development Assistant

The Gillen Brewer School Annual Report acknowledges all contributions received between
July 1, 2018 and June 30, 2019. Every eﬀort has been made to ensure its accuracy.
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our miSSion
The Gillen Brewer School’s mission is to educate and support
our students to become confident, independent
and engaged learners.
We do this by...
Partnering with our families
Providing a nurturing and supportive environment where
children feel accepted and where learning is fun
Encouraging our students to advocate for themselves while
being respectful and responsible members of the community
Engaging our students in a comprehensive 12-month
academic curriculum which incorporates the Common Core
New York State Standards, while addressing the individual
learning needs of each child
Providing developmentally appropriate educational opportunities
and challenges for our students
Integrating speech and language, occupational therapy and
counseling services into our educational program
Cultivating educators who value a team approach and an
ongoing commitment to learning

makinG a difference,
one cHild and family at a time.
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410 East 92nd Street
New York, NY 10128
(212) 831-3667
www.gillenbrewer.com

